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Up to now we have been speaking about places, seasons, events, food.

If you don’t mind, today we want to speak about ourselves.
 When we mean “ouselves”, we mean MAN.
Man is a creature, sometimes wonderful, sometimes awful, who has been populating the Earth since some million years.  He took place 
of microscopic thing (stromatolites, first living thing after bacteria), of other strange creatures, of giant animals, perhaps exterminates by a 
meteorite.
He was an apparently weak, defenseless, small creature, who seemed to be at the mercy of the events and of creatures 100 bigger, stronger, 
powerful, more long-living than him, but who, at the end, could dominate all of them and changed this world from hostile to the welcoming 
one we know.
How it would be possible, even now it is not sure. We do not want to be the ones to remove all the doubts about evolution.
One thing is sure: men evolved thanks to their phenomenal ability to learn from his own mistakes, accept his own limits to take them further 
and at the end be what we are today.
We know very well that brain supply the cognitive skill, i.e. the ability to face a problem, study its possible solutions and try to solve it. 
Therefore, we must start from the evolution of human brain to understand what we are nowadays. 
More and more times we have been dealing in our house organs about “food”, at the cost to be rated as “typical pasta and pizza Italians”.
Well, it seems that men’s brains have been evolving thanks to the way our ancestors started to eat food.
Homo erectus was the first ancestor to cook food: this practice allowed to get more calories from food and, at the same time, to reduce the 
time dedicated to nutrition.
According to recent papers, the metabolic limitation that did not allow a brain development in the other primates was overtaken, thanks of 
food cooking.
The bigger is the body mass, the bigger brain is. We get this simple evolution rule by looking at the “phylogenetic tree” of mammals.
Why men divert from this proportional rule? How could men’s brain be smaller and with a lower number of neurons if compared with big 
monkeys and having furthermore a quite small body?
The crucial factor is due to metabolism, and it comes from the compromise between the time available to procure food and the energy 
consumption of brain.



According to what reported into the paper issued by Karina Fonseca-Azevedo and Suzana Herculano-Houzel 

from “Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas” at “Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro”, in Brasil, human brain holds the record for the highest 

neuron number if compared with all the other primates and, furthermore, to the other mammals. The number is 3 times than gorillas and 

orangutan which get the highest number among the non-human primates. Gorillas weigh as much as 3 times a man.

This discrepancy between body and brain drove to theorize that the process of brain development not proportioned with body mass is a 

peculiar feature in men; it has been accompanied with all evidence to a development in cognitive skill unrivalled even among big monkeys.

In terms of energy consumption, human brain is at third place among all organs, after skeletal muscles and liver. In rest conditions, brain 

absorbs 20% of the whole energy consumption (in other primates it never exceeds 9%), though brain is 2% of the whole body mass. 

The high number of hours dedicated to look for food and the low caloric contents in raw food imposed to reach a compromise between 

body mass and number of neurons; this could explain the relative size of brain in big monkeys. These limits had been trespassed by Homo 

erectus when he started to cook food.

Cooked food makes available a higher quantity of calories if compared with raw food. Therefore, this reduced the time necessary to look for 

food, reducing the metabolic needs and opening the pathway to a fast increase of human brain into the following men’s evolution process.

Brain did not settle for being fed only with “food”.

As long as humanity has been evolving, human brain wanted to go further, trying to “understand”, not only to “feed itself ”.

It is interesting what is reported on the website “WORLD TIMELINE”.

Let’s read together what is written, referring to 25,000 years back:

“Ideas were born: I have got an idea, you have got another one; if we share, since now onwards we have got 2 ideas. And so on: 2 – 4 – 8 – 20 

ideas. Cooperation, and so synergy was born”



Share and 
Learn

This is the concept BORMA has acquired at BORMA ACADEMY and in all the training courses 
organized for its customers. 
Only through the exchange of experience, through learning during practical sessions, through the 
comparison with the ones who can put themselves out there, we can grow up and help our job to 
grow up as well.
Each training section carried on at BORMA ACADEMY is not a mere enunciation  of abstract 
concepts.
Being managed by specialized technicians for whom the “being able to do” is the driving method, 
they put the participants in front-line, almost “compelling” them to “challenge” BORMA products, 
to draw from them the great advantages only specific products can grant.

10 Luglio 2017
1 Settembre 2017

RESTORATION
and GILDING

WORKSHOP 1 DAY
Restoration and gilding are two crafts rooted in a solid and ancient 
cultural and artistic tradition. The preservation of patrimony and 
prestigious decor consists of a combination of knowledge and 
know-how not regardless of experience and the quality of the 
materials. Tradition and past values, therefore, but with a glance 
constantly towards the future, ecology and innovation. The day offers 
in-depth theory and practice that allows more detailed knowledge and 
therefore conscious use of these materials and the specific technical 
and technological characteristics of the restoration and gilding range . 

OIL

WORKSHOP 1 DAY
Oil, being complementary to wood, now holds a new and elevated 
position in the parquet and furniture finishing sector, both for indoors 
and outdoors. Of natural origin, thanks to a balanced (and constantly 
evolving) technological content which improves performance and 
facilitates application, it is proposed as the reference point for a 
responsible and ecological choice. Here, we offer in-depth theory and 
practice that allows more detailed knowledge and therefore conscious 
use of these materials and the specific technical and technological 
characteristics of the range, (www.bormawachs.com/oils), in all 
possible effects and solutions.  

BORMA COLOR
SYSTEM

WORKSHOP 
Color is a scientific theory used in everyday practice in the preparation 
of wood products with pigments, bases, recipes and controls. Each 
production reality requires methodologies and specific equipment, 
which can be adapted to various volumes, capacities and needs. The 
possibility of customising the various treatment and finishing products 
in an adequate, easy and accurate manner is in fact central. The 
chemical-physical nature of the substances determining colour 
require dedicated analysis, as does the tools used that enable reading 
of any samples, preparation of the coloured product and finish control. 
 

TOUCH-UP

WORKSHOP 1 DAY
The practice of touch-up has a high intrinsic value. Small, but effective 

repairs of defects on wooden and synthtetic surfaces belong to the entire 

sector, from industry to artisans, from the restorer to the individual person. 

Speed and precision enable the recovery of finished and semi-finished 

objects in just a few moves. Otherwise, these objects would be thrown 

away. Small, targeted surface integrations resulting as an integral part of 

normal assembly operations of furniture and fittings, optimising results and 

eliminating disputes. Here, we offer in-depth theory and practice that allows 

more detailed knowledge and therefore conscious use of these materials 

and the specific technical and technological characteristics of the range, in 

all possible cases and solutions.

INDOORS and
OUTDOORS

WORKSHOP 2 DAYS
Indoor and outdoor surfaces, as well as treadable surfaces compared 

to furniture surfaces, require treatment and attention which is very 

different and specific. There are numerous possible solutions and the 

choice must be specifically made based on the characteristics of the 

support, the intended use, the life expectations, the ease of 

maintenance and even more so, the aesthetic appearance of the 

surroundings. Throughout the two days, you will have the chance to 

explore every application context and range of products of various 

nature: traditional, water-based or oil-based, for professional or 

non-professional use. 

DECORATION

WORKSHOP 1 DAY
The attention to furniture and room decoration at every level, in public 

and private buildings, luxury residences or normal homes, confirms an 

essential tendency towards beauty and harmony. Shabby Chic decor is 

a current trend allowing freedom of interpretation. With no creative 

restrictions and the fact it is easy to do makes this technique 

extremely enticing both for the private individual and the artisan 

wanting to modernise furniture surfaces which are no longer 

functional or customise new objects. And, with this spirit in mind, 

Borma proposes a themed workshop on these materials and 

techniques.

10th July 2017
1st September 2017

15th May 2017
2nd October 2017

22nd-23rd June 2017
6th-7th November 2017

21st  April 2017
15th September 2017

5th June 2017 
20th October 2017
27th Novemer 2017
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www.
Our society in the latest years has complemented 

the “real” knowledge” with the “virtual” one.
We have been gradually substituting the “old good” books with websites, 
blog, twit, post etc.
Right? Wrong?
Quoting the great Italian writer and poet Alessandro Manzoni, in his poem 
“May 5th” dedicated to Napoleon’s death : “ Posterity will judge”
The IT society in any case passes through all these tools.
We know that web was born on August 6th 1991, when Berners-Lee posted 
online in internet the first website.
In September 2014 Netcraft certified that 1 billion website number has been 
reached; this figure has been decreasing under the above threshold due to the 
monthly fluctuations coming from the non-active sites.
If we would keep on “wobbling”, here are some data which clearly show the 
“digital power”:
• 3,146 billion – Email addresses in the world.
• 360 million –Hotmail Accounts number(the most popular mailing   
 service in the world).
• 95.5 million – Number of .com domains active at the end of 2011
• 2.1 billion   – Internet users in the world
• 485 million –Internet users in Cina, more than any other country in  
 the world.
• 1 billion –Facebook  users nowadays  
• 1 billion – WhatsApp messages sent per day 
• 2.6 billion–Instant messaging accounts in the world
The above figures are enough to define the IT phenomenon.
For the ones born after the year 2000 a world without internet is absolutely 
unimaginable. 
They would experiment the same sensation of the ones, like your writer, born 
in the 50’s, would be deprived  of his land phone: we would feel lost!

So, such a powerful tool must be ruled, not suffered.
Then, a company website becomes not only a window-shop 
where to exhibit its products, but an interactive tool pro-
viding the information each visitor has the right to receive 
when he does us the honor to pay us a visit.
Following this philosophy, BORMA has totally renovated its 

website.
Visitors can find all the information to use BORMA products 
at their best.

Aside the description of each product, they can understand in a 
very easy and intuitive way, how to use it.

In case this would not be enough, tutorial videos show product 
applications and, most of all, demonstrate how wooden han-

dcrafts can be restored, enriched, preserved.
At the end, this is the pathway BORMA has been 

following since ever: 
ENHANCE WOOD IN ALL ITS SHAPES.
 Since we are quoting “products”, we would like 
to end this long chat on the evolution, both of 

men and of his communication means, spe-
aking about a new BORMA product which 
we rate, without the fear to exaggerate, as 
REVOLUTIONARY.:



NATURAQUA 
DEKORWACHS LASUR SUPERWHITE

Superwhite is a 
natural wax and resin based, decorative high 
solid finish. Joining performances, quality 
and brushability, it perfectly protects wooden 
surfaces providing a soft, uniform and smooth 
finish with the maximum coverage. 
Fast and easy, Superwhite is a perfect 
solution both for diy and professional users. 
Ideal for exterior cladding, it’s suitable for 
window frames, doors, shutters and any 
dimensionally stable element. 
The high-quality substances and UV filters in 
the product prevent the formation of dye rot 
and attacks by insects such as woodworms, 
while guaranteeing optimal resistance to 
weather conditions. Its high density facilitates 
brush application, even on vertical supports 
(it avoids dripping). Its special mineral, bright 
white, pigments provide an excellent decorative 
result with very high resistance in exterior. 

Method of usage:
On a properly dried, clean, dust and oil free surface, the product can be applied directly as preferentially on 
a first coat of  Naturaqua Holzlasur to improve correct adhesion. On exotic woods as high tannin content 
woods a preliminary coat of catalyzed Naturaqua Super Wood Sealer is recommended to prevent natural 
water-soluble substances of wood from causing dark stains. Superwhite is ready to use. Avoiding water-
dilution the product keeps an excellent coverage since the first coat. Light-resistant and non-yellowing colour.

NAT3320SW-DEC



One step
back....

We would like to come back 
for a while to the concept of “evolution”.
Many of us don’t know that evolution left its “fingerprint”. 
Better, its “footprint”.
It is not a figure of speech: scientists traced the evolution of each 
specie which populated our planet also through the various 
footprints they left on ground.
Be they genetic, fossil but mostly (particularly referred to the 
great dinosaurs) through their footprint.
It is a fascinating pathway which is worth deepening to the ones 
who could be interested in.

There are other footprints 
which we don’t want to be left: the ones on our outdoor decks. 
They must be protected and do not need to be studied by 
paleontologists or scientists!
Therefore, it is necessary for them to be kept untouched by our 
footprints and by weather attacks as long as possible.
BORMA can provide a great help on this demanding task.
Thanks to a product which merges the naturality of oils withthe 
resistance provided only by high tech products.

For exterior wood - high performance - VOC FREE
Mix of natural oils, with zero emissions, especially formulated to protect exterior 
wooden surfaces. Enriched with UV filters and preservatives, it guarantees advanced 
protection against atmospheric and biological agents. The addition of the catalyser 
increases its surface performance, making it an ideal finish for terraces and decks in 
exotic wood. Odour-free, available in the colours on the chart, it can be customised 
to your desired colour using the oil pigments.

Recommendations for application:
Ready to use. To facilitate brush application, it could be advisable to 
dilute with Solvoil Plus. Exclusively after adding the catalyser. Preferably 
avoid application on heated supports or in direct sunlight. Application of 
the product must be carried out as evenly and continuously as possible, 
without stopping. 

Customizable with Borma Color System

VOC FREE

Two components oil

DECKING OIL 2K

As you can see, we have been of our words: at least for this time, no food, festivals, occasions, but the simple exaltation 
of the human race.
How a small and insignificant animal became the ruler of this planet.Wood Professional Cosmetics

49712K + 4951K




